HISTORICAL:  
GLO Page 26 (1873)  
Book "S" Page 152 (1890) MAP A-2015 MAP F-41-1  
Map F-40-160 (1935) MAP F-41-48 F-40-73  
MAP F-20-1 MAP F-28-22 MAP A-376  
Book CT-9 Page 9 MAP A-376  
MAP A-479 MAP A-524  

CONDITION: Fair  
FOUND: 1 1/4" Iron Pipe Refer to F-40-160  
GONE  
13" Alder S 10° W GO 60' 35 3/4"  
Gone (1873) Page 32  
GONE  
16" Alder S 18° E 29' 4 3/4"  
Gone (1873) Page 32  

COMMENTS:  

REWITNESS  

1 SET  1/4" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap  
Post NW 4 23 96 96 36" Hat Section ENE 23  
NEW ACCESSORY:  
30" Spruce NW 7° W 30° 4 1 2" Scribed  
24" Alder S 4° W 20° "  
S28 BTCS S28 BTCS  

COMMENTS: Corner is south of HWY 101 and on the east side of creek--corner is located in north-south fence. We set 1/4" iron pipe with 3" brass cap over found 1 1/4" iron pipe.  

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Geo. W. Virrey  
Al E. Duncan  
Cale Arthur  

DATE: June 1972 PHOTO#:  
* = County corner tag affixed.  
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